Overview of MU Summer 2017 Semester: CLIP Internship

First Day of the Semester / CLIP Interns begin Internships
Begins: 5-Jun
Ends: 5-Jun

MU Serves Mid-Service Evaluation Phase
Begins: 25-Jun
Ends: 1-Jul
- CLIP Supervisors login to MU Serves to complete evaluations
- Instructors login to MU Serves to view evaluations

CLIP Interns Evaluate Experience
Begins: 16-Jul
Ends: 22-Jul
- Interns are required to evaluate their CLIP experience via MU Serves

MU Serves Final Evaluation Phase
Begins: 23-Jul
Ends: 29-Jul
- CLIP Supervisors login to MU Serves to complete evaluations
- Instructors login to MU Serves to view evaluations for Final Grades

Last Day of the Semester at MU
Begins: 28-Jul
Ends: 28-Jul

Thank you for supporting the MU Civic Leaders Internship Program!

Questions/Problems?

Kirsten Pape
CLIP Gov't Internship Coordinator
MU Office of Service-Learning
clip@missouri.edu
(573) 884-5744

MU Serves
University of Missouri

MU Serves (https://museserves.missouri.edu) Login Information:

Email: ________________________________________________

Password: ______________________________________________